Trans-Monitor is the ideal low-cost, single-use impact indicator. It was designed to safeguard your high value or technically sensitive products by deterring rough handling and creating awareness and accountability in the transportation chain.

• The Trans-Monitor provides a visual indication that hidden damage may have occurred.
• When used with alert labels, a Trans-Monitor reduces the incidence of damage by raising awareness that the package is being monitored.
• Promotes accountability amongst handlers throughout the transportation chain.
• Omnidirectional device, detects impacts from all directions.
• Helps confirm the effectiveness of packaging
• Can help identify trouble spots in the transportation chain.
• Tamperproof device
• Surface mounted with self-adhesive or screws
• Part Number- 1400-005G through 1400-300G

Impact-O-Graph Devices has a complete line of products for your transportation monitoring needs.

Visit us at: www.impactograph.com
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